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The voucher program increase from $5 million to $16.4 
million simply refl ects the fact that vouchers that have 
been issued in the last several years are facing expiration. 
Additional funding is needed to keep assistance avail-
able to residents who were threatened with displacement 
when their landlords prepaid their Section 515 loans. The 
Rural Preservation Demonstration Program budget was 
increased from $20 million to $25 million. This increase 
refl ects the substantial demand that exists for the revital-
ization of the Section 515 multifamily housing inventory.

Minor increases were made in the Section 504 very 
low-income senior home repair grant program, the Sec-
tion 516 farm labor housing grant program, the Section 
523 Self Help Technical Assistance Program, and the Sec-
tion 533 Housing Preservation Grant Program. Funding 
remained level for the Preservation Rental Assistance 
Program, the Section 515 Rural Rental Housing Program 
for New Construction, and the Section 514/516 rental 
assistance programs.

FY 10 Budget Chart for 
Selected Rural Housing Programs 

(all numbers in millions)
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Grants
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515 Rental 
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69.5 69.5 521 Rental 
Assistance
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538 Rental 
Hsng. Guar.

129.1 129.1 542 Housing 
Vouchers

5 16.4

Rental Hsng 
Pres. Loans

2.9 1.8 Rental Pres. 
Demo.

20 25

As noted earlier, the only signifi cant change in the 
entire RHS budget is an increase of nearly $6 billion in 
the Single Family Guaranteed Home Loan Program, 
which serves moderate-income households. The program 
is extremely popular with the fi nancial institutions that 
benefi t from the program’s loan guarantees. Unfortu-
nately, the increased funding for the guaranteed loan pro-
gram over the past several years has placed tremendous 
pressure on local Rural Development (RD) staff members, 
who are required to review and approve the guaranteed 
loans. Indeed, the workload has become so signifi cant as a 
result of the program’s popularity that RD staff members 
are slowing down the processing and approval process 
for the direct loan program, which serves low-income 
households. n

Recapitalizing the HUD-Assisted 
Housing Stock: Part Two*

The privately owned, federally supported housing 
inventory, like any other aging housing stock, requires 
additional capital to address growing physical needs, 
from wear and tear and for market and energy upgrades. 
Maintaining affordability in the face of these needs pres-
ents a tremendous challenge across the variety of Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and 
Rural Development (RD) programs involved. Part One of 
this article in the January Bulletin1 reviewed the recapi-
talization dilemma under federal programs generally 
(including prior efforts and recommended principles), 
the Section 236 program, the Section 202 elderly housing 
program and the RD Section 515 rural housing programs. 
Part Two of this article covers the remaining restricted 
portion of the HUD-fi nanced inventor, and properties 
with maturing federally supported mortgages.

Section 250: Recapitalization Prior 
to Mortgage Maturity

A cohort of properties facing signifi cant recapital-
ization issues are those known generally as “Section 250 
properties,” which are restricted from unilateral prepay-
ment under Section 250 of the National Housing Act.2 
In contrast to the general rule for properties with HUD-
subsidized mortgages, where the owner may unilaterally 
prepay the mortgage after 20 years, owners of these prop-
erties must seek HUD approval throughout the entire 
mortgage term. This additional restriction exists because 
the project: 

• was originally developed by a nonprofi t; 

• has a rent supplement contract; 

• received fl exible subsidy assistance; or 

• participated in the Emergency Low Income Housing 
Preservation Act (ELIHPA)3 preservation program. 

In the latter two cases, only those properties that 
agreed to a full mortgage term prepayment restriction in 
exchange for additional incentives would likely be consid-
ered bound by Section 250. 

The recapitalization issue arises here where a project 
needs signifi cant rehabilitation prior to mortgage matu-
rity and, in order to fi nance the rehabilitation, the owner 

*This article (Parts One and Two) was co-authored by Brandon Weiss, 
Skadden Fellow at Public Counsel’s Community Development Project 
in Los Angeles, and NHLP Staff Attorney Navneet Grewal. 
1NHLP, Recapitalizing the HUD-Assisted Housing Stock: Part One, 40 HOUS. 
L. BULL. 6 (Jan. 2010).
2Codifi ed at 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715z-15 (Westlaw Nov. 10, 2009). 
342 U.S.C.A. §§ 1472 et seq. (Westlaw Nov. 10, 2009). 
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seeks to place new debt on the property. Given that HUD 
and private lenders are generally wary of being in a subor-
dinate mortgagee position, the common practice is for the 
owner to seek HUD approval to pay off the HUD-insured 
mortgage and replace it with a new loan.

Prepaying the HUD-insured mortgage poses a prob-
lem because the affordability and eligibility limitations, 
the tenant protections and essentially all of the public 
benefi t from the government’s prior investment of public 
funds are tied to the HUD-insured mortgage. The mort-
gage note or deed of trust note and the associated regula-
tory agreement, which contain many of the use restrictions, 
are only effective while the mortgage is in place. Similarly, 
the entire statutory and regulatory framework governing 
the property ordinarily ceases to apply upon an owner’s 
exit from the program through prepayment. Thus, there is 
a tension between the need for legitimate recapitalization 
and the need to ensure that residents are protected and 
that the public is not being short-changed on its invest-
ment in this housing. Unfortunately, the current legal 
regime mediating this tension is entirely unworkable. 

The Statutory Framework: Section 250
Enacted in 1983, Section 250 of the National Hous-

ing Act states unequivocally that where HUD approval 
is required for prepayment, the Secretary shall not accept 
the offer unless “the Secretary has determined that such 
project is no longer meeting a need for rental housing for lower 
income families in the area.”4 This restriction makes no allow-
ance for the need for recapitalization prior to maturity, 
even where the housing continues to meet a need. Given 
the pervasive housing affordability challenges across the 
United States and the dire need for subsidized housing, 
there are likely precious few areas where the statute could 
be satisfi ed. 

HUD’s Implementation of Section 250
Despite the clear language of the law, HUD has 

essentially chosen to ignore the text of Section 250 and 
has instead established its own recapitalization process 
through HUD-issued guidance. Purporting to implement 
the statute, HUD issued Notice H 06-11 on August 8, 2006, 
“Prepayments Subject to Section 250(a) of the National 
Housing Act.”5 In this notice, HUD claims the author-
ity to approve a prepayment request despite the fact that 
the housing continues to meet a need for lower-income 
families, arguably in direct violation of Section 250. The 
proffered justifi cation is that HUD “will permit a prepay-
ment in order to recapitalize the project,” but will do so 
“only if the owner agrees to execute a Use Agreement that 
ensures that the project will continue to be maintained 
as rental housing for lower income families in the area 

4Section 250 of the National Housing Act, supra note 2.
5Notice H06-11 replaced Notice H 2004-17, issued August 20, 2004, under 
the same title.

until at least the date the original mortgage would have 
terminated had it not been prepaid.” The rationale is thus 
that the former regulatory agreement is no longer needed 
because it will be replaced by a new Use Agreement. Such 
an interpretation directly contradicts the language of the 
statute.6 

Critique of HUD’s Implementation of Section 250
While clearly taking broad liberties with the mandate 

of Section 250, HUD’s attempt to establish a recapitaliza-
tion procedure through Notice H 06-11 might be more jus-
tifi able if not for the manner by which HUD has chosen to 
execute it. The notice states that the Use Agreement must 
“require the same affordability and rental restrictions as 
those that were in place before the prepayment and mini-
mize the threat of a negative impact on current and future 
low-income tenants.” HUD thus tried to ensure that ten-
ants and the affordability of the property are similarly 
situated before and after the prepayment. However, the 
mechanism it has chosen to pursue this goal is fl awed in 
a number of ways.

For example, the current model HUD Use Agreement 
used in the case of a Section 236 project prepayment, 
Form HUD-93142, falls well short of keeping tenants in 
the same position as they were under the Section 236 reg-
ulatory agreement. One potentially harmful difference 
is the allowance of rent increases to 30% of 80% of area 
median income, unadjusted for household size, which can 
be higher than many of the former budget-based rents. 
The end result is that a prepayment, justifi ed on the basis 
of rehabilitation needs, results in an incremental loss of 
more deeply affordable housing. Other differences cre-
ated by substituting the new Use Agreement include the 
following: good cause eviction protections are limited 

6The statute does not state that prepayment requests shall be denied 
unless the regulatory agreement is no longer serving a need, but that such 
requests shall be denied if the housing itself is no longer serving a need. 
Furthermore, the statute’s legislative history likewise argues against 
HUD’s interpretation. A prior version of Section 250 provided HUD 
the authority to grant a prepayment request where “the needs of lower 
income families in such project can more effi ciently and effectively be 
met through other Federal housing assistance taking into account the 
remaining time the project could meet such needs.” Congress specifi -
cally deleted this provision in a 1988 amendment of Section 250 (Pub. 
L. No. 100-242, tit. II, § 261, 101 Stat. 1878, 1890 (1988)), thus explicitly 
stripping HUD of the very kind of authority it continues to claim in 
Notice H 06-11.

Despite the clear language of the law, 
HUD has essentially chosen to ignore 

the text of Section 250 and has instead 
established its own recapitalization process 

through HUD-issued guidance.
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only to current, not future, tenants; tenants lose the right 
to organize, review and comment on owner policies; and 
residents lose maintenance assurances afforded by HUD 
inspection and enforcement under the REAC program. 

 Setting aside these specifi c problems related to the 
standard HUD Use Agreement, more global problems 
further hamper HUD’s implementation of Section 250. 
One such problem strikes at the core of the prepayment 
process. The entire justifi cation for HUD’s strained inter-
pretation of Section 250 is, according to Notice H 06-11, 
to “effectuate much needed rehabilitation of the project.” 
However, the decision as to whether a project is approved 
for prepayment has become untethered from actual proj-
ect need. HUD requires owners to demonstrate that a “sig-
nifi cant amount of repair” is needed in order to approve 
prepayment. However, HUD’s criteria only require proof 
of signifi cant costs for repairs, not proof of actual need.7 
This has given rise to anecdotal stories of residents who 
“get new sinks, when our old ones worked just fi ne.”

This situation may occur due to incentives that cause 
owners to attempt to prepay for reasons other than to 
effectuate much-needed rehabilitation. One such incen-
tive relates to another more global problem with the cur-
rent prepayment process: namely, the use of proceeds 
resulting from the prepayment. In some cases, a prepay-
ment actually unlocks signifi cant value, the benefi ciary of 
which stands to profi t handsomely, and thus the rehabili-
tation simply serves as window dressing for a payday to 
the owner. This problem would not exist if recapitalization 
proceeds were required to be reinvested in the project.

For example, in many instances, a project has built up 
signifi cant “residual receipts,”8 funds over and above the 
distributions owners are allowed to take out of the build-
ings during the restricted term. At prepayment, however, 
HUD often simply releases these funds to the owners, 
without negotiating for any further public benefi t. Aside 
from creating yet another way in which tenants are not 
similarly situated before and after prepayment (since the 
funds are no longer available for project needs), this prac-
tice also creates an incentive to prepay unrelated to the 
rehabilitation needs of the project.9 

7See Department of Housing and Urban Development, Policy Clarifi ca-
tion for Prepayments Subject to Section 250(a) of the National Hous-
ing Act (undated), http://www.hud.gov/offi ces/hsg/mfh/hto/clarify
noticeh0611.pdf (outlining three ways to satisfy the requisite standard 
for repair). 
8During the term of the mortgage, residual receipts are only allowed 
to be used with HUD approval for purposes fully consistent with the 
intent of the program, such as making repairs, providing additional 
project amenities, reducing operating defi cits when legitimate cash 
fl ow defi cits exist, making mortgage payments when default is actual 
or imminent, and paying the limited allowable distribution under 
restricted circumstances. See HUD Handbook 4350.1, Rev. 1, Ch. 25, 
§ 25-9 (July 1993). 
9Other such potential incentives exist in the unlocked value that comes 
from the proceeds of any sale of the project at prepayment, or even sim-
ply the enhanced liquidity that comes from a refi nancing. In some cases, 
HUD has required owners to deposit certain of these funds in a trust 

A fi nal problem relates to the limited tenant involve-
ment in the current recapitalization process. Section 250 
merely requires that: (1) the tenants be notifi ed of the pre-
payment request; (2) the tenants be provided an oppor-
tunity to comment on the owner’s request; and (3) the 
Secretary take any such comments into consideration. 
Notice H 06-11 does go farther than Section 250 by requir-
ing the owner to make the proposed Use Agreement avail-
able during normal business hours.10 The owner must 
also offer the tenants 30 days to consider and comment 
upon the prepayment and Use Agreement, must forward 
all such comments and the owner’s response to HUD, 
and must consider the comments, “making any adjust-
ments in the plan deemed appropriate by the owner.” 
Nothing requires the owner to provide tenants with an 
assessment of project needs or a proposed scope of work 
for the rehabilitation. Furthermore, there is little redress 
for a tenant who fails to submit comments during the 30-
day window, nor is the owner required to take any action 
with respect to comments not “deemed appropriate.” An 
even broader problem is that tenants are given no rights 
to enforce the Use Agreements should the owner violate 
any of the obligations. 

Towards a Balanced Recapitalization Policy for 
Section 250 Properties

While the current legal regime for recapitalizing the 
Section 250 stock is unworkable, it is possible to mediate 
the tension between legitimate rehabilitation needs and 
preservation of tenant protections and public investments. 
The policy solutions fl ow logically from the above-listed 
problems.

Section 250 should be amended to allow for legitimate 
recapitalizations. The current language allowing prepay-
ment approval only where projects are “no longer meeting 
a need” fails to account for the often legitimate need for 
signifi cant rehabilitation prior to mortgage maturity. The 
current system incentivizes HUD to ignore the statute to 
facilitate legitimate recapitalizations.11 

Furthermore, Congress and HUD should ensure 
that tenants and housing affordability are not harmed 
by the prepayment. HUD should amend the standard 
Use Agreement to provide the protections listed above 

account to be used for public purposes, at least during the remaining 
years of the original mortgage term. Unfortunately, such practices are 
not uniform, the inconsistency resulting in instances of owners simply 
using the prepayment as the trigger to release a windfall above the deal 
that was originally negotiated with the federal government. In the over-
all net present value analysis, doing some cosmetic enhancements may 
be worthwhile to gain access to the value unlocked by prepayment. 
10However, experience has shown that often key terms of the Use Agree-
ment are not fi lled in when made available to the tenants. 
11In some situations, litigation is the only tool available to address 
poorly conceived terms. Forcing HUD, owners, tenants and advocates 
into this realm wastes countless hours, muddies the governing rules 
and easily could be remedied by simply revising Section 250 to account 
for competing concerns.
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that are currently lacking. Additional creative alterna-
tives for recapitalization should be explored to obviate 
the need to remove the project from the relevant pro-
gram through prepayment. For example, if a project has 
residual receipts funds suffi cient to cover the proposed 
rehabilitation, the owner should be required to tap those 
monies prior to requesting to prepay the mortgage. Other 
ideas might involve HUD experimenting with providing 
capital or rental assistance funds to cover recapitalization 
in exchange for extended affordability commitments.12 
Alternatively, HUD could explore tools such as mort-
gage insurance and/or a willingness to take a subordi-
nate mortgagee position where HUD holds the mortgage 
in exchange for a private mortgagee lending against the 
property without requiring the prepayment of the HUD-
insured mortgage.

Another straightforward policy fi x is to tie prepay-
ment approval to actual project need. If the justifi cation 
for the prepayment is to perform much-needed rehabilita-
tion, there should be a comprehensive assessment of that 
need and of future needs in the process of approving any 
prepayment. Owners should be required to submit sup-
porting documentation demonstrating a match between 
their proposed plans for rehabilitation and current project 
need.

In addition, Congress and HUD should provide uni-
form standards for dealing with prepayment proceeds. To 
the extent that prepayment unlocks signifi cant value to 
which the owner would otherwise not have access, there 
should be a uniform policy dictating how those funds 
are to be used. Whether due to access to residual receipts, 
sales proceeds or simply new liquidity from refi nanc-
ing, use of excess funds should refl ect that they are being 
tapped early under the approval and are the result of sig-
nifi cant federal investment. Placing such funds in a trust 
account, a percentage of which is allocated to investment 
in affordable housing, could be one promising method. 
While some have previously argued that nonprofi t owners 

12In a similar vein, HUD should more actively leverage its approval 
and currently available incentives to secure extended affordability. 
For example, some owners prepay with the promise of subsequently 
extending an already existing project-based Section 8 rental assistance 
contract. Currently, however, HUD refuses to condition prepayment 
approval on the owner legally committing to extend the Section 8 
contract.

should bear even greater restrictions with respect to any 
such proceeds because their special status carries special 
responsibilities, certainly this is the case for all owners 
when additional public investment is part of the recapi-
talization package. 

Finally, tenants must be afforded meaningful involve-
ment in the process. This includes being provided with 
access to all documents necessary to make an informed 
judgment, including the needs assessment and rehabili-
tation plans. Owners are generally already required to 
give at least 150 days’ notice for other prepayments,13 yet 
tenants only have 30 days to comment on complex pro-
posals. This window should be extended to provide time 
for tenants to obtain assistance to review the Use Agree-
ment and other relevant documents. Owners should be 
required to meet with tenants and respond in writing 
to submitted questions. HUD should also be required to 
respond in a timely fashion to tenants’ written questions 
and comments. 

The Year-40 Problem: 
Recapitalization at Maturity

Perhaps the greatest uncertainty about recapitaliza-
tion concerns the situation now inexorably approaching 
for thousands of properties—mortgage maturity. Unlike 
the issues surrounding certain prepayments, no HUD 
approval is needed where the mortgage term is ending on 
its own accord, and tenants face the unwelcome proposi-
tion of being left unprotected when the associated restric-
tions expire. 

A 2004 report by the General Accounting Offi ce (GAO) 
evaluated the scope of this problem and determined that 
21%, or 2,328 of the 11,267 subsidized properties with 
HUD mortgages, are scheduled to reach maturity by 2013, 
with three-quarters of these occurring between 2011 and 2013.14 
These 2,328 properties contain 236,650 units—102,563 of 
these units lack any form of rental assistance, and many 
more have project-based Section 8 contracts which them-
selves are set to expire.15 Hundreds of thousands of fami-
lies thus face a dire housing situation if Congress fails to 
remedy the situation.16 

13Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 1999, Pub. L. No. 
105-276, tit. II, § 219(b)(3), 112 Stat. 2,461, 2,488 (Oct. 21, 1998) requires a 
notice of not less than 150 days, but not more than 270 days, prior to a 
prepayment.
14UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, MULTIFAMILY HOUSING: MORE 
ACCESSIBLE HUD DATA COULD HELP EFFORTS TO PRESERVE HOUSING FOR LOW-
INCOME TENANTS 3 (2004). Compare that fi gure to the 10 years prior to 
2004, in which only 32 such mortgages matured. Id. at 5. 
15Id. at 10, 16. The total number of units with maturing mortgages that 
either do not have rental assistance or have rental assistance that will 
expire by 2013 totals 180,619. Id. at 15. 
16Compounding this problem is the fact that state and local attention 
paid to this issue varies widely and is often insuffi cient. The GAO 
reports that “about three quarters of the state and local agencies that 
responded to our survey reported that they do not track the maturity 

Perhaps the greatest uncertainty about 
recapitalization concerns the situation now 

inexorably approaching for thousands of 
properties—mortgage maturity. 
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In 2004, Congressman Barney Frank introduced H.R. 
4679, the Displacement Prevention Act, in the 108th Con-
gress. The bill contained a number of measures aimed at 
this impending problem. While hearings were held on the 
bill, it was never acted upon. 

Like the rest of the HUD stock, many of these build-
ings reaching mortgage maturity are in great need of sig-
nifi cant rehabilitation. The problem is often termed the 
“Year-40 problem” because many Section 221(d)(3) Below 
Market Interest Rate and Section 236 projects fi nanced 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s are reaching the end of 
40-year mortgage terms. Rural properties fi nanced by 
United States Department of Agriculture RD loans face 
a similar situation. Without signifi cant infusion of capital 
to address physical needs that accrued over the course of 
four decades, many of the buildings are in desperate need 
of repair. Again, interrelated issues of long-term afford-
ability and recapitalization arise. 

The Housing Preservation and Tenant Protection Act 
of 2009

In the 111th Congress, Congressman Frank has once 
again authored a draft housing preservation bill, various 
sections of which address the issue of mortgage matu-
rity.17 From a broad perspective, there are a number of 
ways such legislation might approach the issue. Provid-
ing various “qualifi ed entities” an option to purchase 
the building in exchange for committing to preserving 
long-term affordability is one of the more potent tools 
included in versions of the draft bill. Another approach 
might mirror that of the Low-Income Housing Preserva-
tion and Resident Homeownership Act,18 containing man-
datory extension of affordability provisions in exchange 
for guaranteed government incentives. A third approach, 
also included in versions of the draft bill, is two-pronged: 
government-provided voluntary incentives to preserve 
affordability, coupled with direct tenant rental assistance 
where an owner rejects the incentives. 

While the purchase option is certainly the most 
attractive from a preservation perspective, even the third 
approach hinging on voluntary incentives would be an 
improvement over the current situation. Contained in Sec-
tion 102, “Displacement Prevention for Federally Assisted 
Multifamily Housing,” of the current draft bill, this con-
cept would authorize appropriations necessary to make 
grants and loans to owners and purchasers to be used for 
capital improvements in exchange for the long-term exten-
sion of the currently applicable affordability restrictions. 

dates on HUD mortgages, and none provided examples of tools or 
incentives used to keep units affordable after mortgage maturity.” Id. 
at 22. 
17Housing Preservation and Tenant Protection Act of 2009, Title VII of 
H.R. ___, 111th Cong. (2009) (discussion draft). 
18The Low-Income Housing Preservation and Resident Homeownership 
Act, Pub. L. No. 101-625, tit. VI, 104 Stat. 4079, 4275 (Nov. 28, 1990) (codi-
fi ed at 12 U.S.C.A. §§ 4101 et seq.). 

Section 102 also authorizes new project-based assistance 
to currently unassisted units in exchange for additional 
affordability restrictions. 

For owners who reject these incentives, Section 102 
would also make families living in properties with matur-
ing mortgages eligible for tenant-based rental assistance in 
the form of enhanced vouchers. These vouchers are cur-
rently provided to tenants in situations involving certain 
prepayments or Section 8 opt-outs, but not at mortgage 
maturity.19 With these vouchers, tenants would be entitled 
to remain in their current apartment and receive rental 
assistance to offset a potential increase in rents to mar-
ket rate. Providing tenants with enhanced vouchers is not 
inherently a preservation recapitalization tool, and thus 
fails to address issues of long-term physical or fi nancial 
need, extended affordability for future tenants or rein-
vestment of proceeds. However, by coupling voluntary 
incentives with the provision of enhanced vouchers, the 
draft bill, if enacted, would at least provide some degree 
of security for those current tenants headed toward the 
cliff of mortgage maturity. 

Section 102 additionally requires provision of a 12-
month notice to tenants and to relevant government offi -
cials of an owner’s decision not to extend the affordability 
restrictions. While such notice is a necessary component, 
the bill could go further in ensuring tenant participation 
and endorsement of the preservation planning process, as 
well as granting tenants the right to enforce affordability 
restrictions and subsidy requirements. 

Furthermore, in issuing implementing regulations, 
HUD should establish suffi cient standards for rehabilita-
tion, adequately taking into account future project needs. 
These standards should go well beyond merely bringing 
the buildings into code compliance, but instead should 
ensure the long-term physical soundness of the property. 
Likewise, the HUD grants or loans should be allocated in 
suffi cient amounts, calibrated to consider factors includ-
ing the potential loss of any interest-reduction subsidies, 
the necessary rehabilitation, other available funding 
resources and the market-rate returns required to encour-
age owner participation. Ideally, HUD’s implementation 
of the program would not unnecessarily add to the com-
plexity of the process or result in the need for cumber-
some layering of subsidies. 

Conclusion

The HUD-assisted housing stock remains a vital asset 
to communities and low-income households across the 
nation. However, it continues to physically depreciate 
over time, and efforts to recapitalize and rehabilitate are 
inevitably necessary. Such efforts must mediate the ten-
sion between tapping new capital while not sacrifi cing 

19This has spurred some owners to prepay shortly before mortgage 
maturity to ensure that tenants receive enhanced vouchers.
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the affordability protections that implement the govern-
ing housing program. 

An evaluation of fi ve such approaches in this two-part 
article demonstrates that successful efforts must observe 
six key principles: 

• meeting short-term and long-term physical and fi nan-
cial needs; 

• reinvesting excess proceeds back into affordable 
housing; 

• guaranteeing affordability for current and future 
tenants; 

• weeding out poorly performing owners and manag-
ers; 

• providing for tenant participation in the decision-
making process; and 

• ensuring clarity in the governing law and regula-
tions. 

Passage of Congressman Frank’s draft omnibus pres-
ervation bill would be a signifi cant step in the right direc-
tion for several of the types of properties reviewed here. 
Other innovative long-term measures should be explored 
as well, such as providing stronger incentives to trans-
fer these projects to mission-driven nonprofi ts or to local 
land trusts, in order to provide greater assurances of long-
term public benefi t from responsible recapitalization.20 
By combining the lessons learned from prior approaches 
with new innovative proposals, this important housing 
stock can remain a viable and valuable asset long into the 
future. n

20Exit tax relief is one such important proposal that would help address 
the issue of many private owners being unwilling to sell due to the 
steep capital gains taxes they would incur as a result of having taken 
prior signifi cant depreciation deductions. Many owners thus hold onto 
their property to secure the step up in basis that occurs upon transfer at 
death, thus eliminating both the tax revenue to the government, as well 
as potentially failing to recapitalize the property. Exit tax relief would 
eliminate this tax burden in cases of a sale to a preservation-motivated 
purchaser. 

The Importance of Stable 
Housing for Formerly 

Incarcerated Individuals
Each year more than 725,000 people leave state and 

federal prisons.1 An additional 230,000 people leave 
county jails every week.2 Formerly incarcerated individu-
als struggle to secure employment, obtain medical care 
and avoid substance abuse. According to criminal justice 
offi cials, however, fi nding housing is the biggest chal-
lenge faced by individuals returning to the community.3 
This article will identify the barriers to accessing stable 
housing, describe the housing arrangements of individu-
als returning to the community and explore the relation-
ship between residential instability and recidivism. 

Obstacles to Stable Housing

A number of institutional and legal barriers prevent 
formerly incarcerated individuals from fi nding stable 
housing after release. Private housing represents 97% 
of the total housing stock in the United States.4 Due to 
soaring prices, however, private housing is simply out of 
reach for many formerly incarcerated individuals living 
in urban areas.5 Moreover, most landlords conduct crimi-
nal background checks on prospective tenants.6 Given the 
short supply of affordable housing, landlords can afford to 
deny housing to applicants with criminal records. Screen-
ing for sex offenders is especially prevalent. 

Federally assisted housing is the only option for many 
people leaving correctional facilities. Harsh admission

1HEATHER C. WEST & WILLIAM J. SABOL, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF JUS-
TICE STATISTICS, PRISONERS IN 2007 (2008), available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.
gov/bjs/pub/pdf/p07.pdf.
2AMY L. SOLOMON ET AL., LIFE AFTER LOCKUP: IMPROVING REENTRY FROM JAIL TO 
THE COMMUNITY XV (2008), available at http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/centers
institutes/pri/pdfs/Final%20Life%20After%20Lockup.pdf.
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